
Your chance to choose any three teas from
our entire lineup. Each served hot in 4oz
taster glasses, on a taster tray, accompanied
with smeller jars of each tea and a
traditional tasting spoon. An experience to
enjoy by yourself or great to split before
choosing a cup!  

TEA MOCKTAIL HAPPY HOUR 3-6PM DAILY
$5.00 MOCKTAILS

LATTE FOR JUST $1.00 EXTRA

Choose any tea from our current Tea Offerings to
enjoy by the cup, or a 32oz Teapot. Tea is listed in
order from lightest to darkest, finishing with our
Herbal options. Our Tea Flight Experience is a great
way to try different teas, or for a real treat, try one of
our Craft Mocktails. We keep five of our teas available
for Iced Tea and are happy to make any tea into a
latte, made with Oat Milk for just $1.00 extra.

Enjoy our take on the classic drink. Earl Grey Tea
poured over ice, Bourbon Extract, Simple Syrup,
Bitters, Fresh Orange Peel and finished with a
Cinnamon Stick in a 12oz 1920's inspired Rocks Glass.

CUP: $3.50  TEAPOT(32oz): $8.50
 

TEA FLIGHT EXPERIENCE $6.00

ICED TEA $3.50
Available in Traditional Black Tea, Fresh
Crafted Spiced Chai, Mango Tea, Tropical
Green or Lemon Mint. Make it an Arnold
Palmer for just $1.00 extra.

NITRO CHAI $4.50
Try our Fresh Crafted Spiced Chai with
the smooth refreshing finish of Nitro.  

TEA MOCKTAILS $7.00

EARL GREY OLD FASHIONED

HIBISCUS COSMOPOLITAN

IRISH REVIVAL

Our Wild Berry Hibiscus Tea over ice with Simple
Syrup, fresh Orange Zest, Tonic Water,  finished with
Star Anise and served in a Retro Coupe Glass.

Hot Fresh Crafted Spiced Chai, Rum Extract, Simple
Syrup, topped with Whipped Cream and Powdered
Cinnamon. Like an Irish Coffee, just...better.

WHITE TEA
White Tea is often described as light, fresh, and sweet. This
Bai Mu Dan makes a pale yellow cup that is simply divine. A
rare treat for special occasions or a daily drinker.

YOUNG HYSON
With a name meaning "before the rains" this tea produces a
golden cup that is full-bodied and, due to the young leaves,
possess a hint of natural sweetness.

JASMINE TEA

GREEN TEA (CHUN MEE)

GENMAICHA

SENCHA

CITRUS GREEN

Coupled with a Chinese Green Tea, and celebrated for its
strong base and superb scenting, this fragrant infusion has
the succulent aroma of flowers.

Our Signature Green Tea. Chun Mee yields a fruity rather
than sweet infusion,  notes of Plum and Apricot with a pale
golden green color and a soft taste. This tea produces a
pleasant and alluring cup.

Genmaicha is the name for Japanese Green Tea that is mixed
with Roasted Brown Rice, Bancha Green Tea, and some
Popped Pieces of Rice. This makes a smooth nutty cup with a
unique savory flavor.

With its golden green cup and delicate aroma, Sencha offers a
clean and astringent taste alongside notes of sweet fruitiness
and wholesome earthiness.

This wonderful blend of Sencha Green tea along with fresh
Lemon Peel, makes for an irresistible combination!
Producing a bright green cup with Lemon Zest, this blend is
as smooth as it is exciting.


